
Math 202 Cryptography 1

Supplement for Problem Set #8

� Upload the Mathematica notebook that shows your work to onCourse. Make sure this is
organized so that I can easily follow your work.

� You should verify your signatures in 1(b) and 3(b)! If the signature does not verify, then you
might need to take another look.

� The Mathematica notebook PS8.nb contains the messages for all three problems and creden-
tials for Problems 2 & 3 to help avoid typos.

1. You observe the following two messages that Bob signed with Elgamal using the public cre-
dentials (p, α, β) = (18743, 2, 9129)

(“Peacock Pond is looking good today! No green fuzz!”, (15490, 12226))

(“Do we all need a Kibble balance now?”, (15490, 3584))

Bob did not sign the message x directly but instead signed the hash: SHA(x) mod p.

(a) Use this information to find Bob’s private key d.

(b) You want to post the message

“You know what they call a Quarter Pounder with Cheese in Paris?”

and make it look like it came from Bob.

You should use a different ephemeral key from the one Bob used in his first two messages
to generate Bob’s Elgamal signature. As above, you should sign SHA(x) mod p.

2. Which of the following are valid DSA signatures?
Use the credentials (p, q, α) given in the Mathematica notebook.

(a) (“So much time and so little to do. Wait a minute. Strike that. Reverse it.”,
(205387297341645539769351118838045668367418987646,
1019998153322264252665547343603318944864592431259))

(b) (“Gallia est omnis divisa in partes quattuor”,
(14252571589009177065065923955336501612907,
960522914890659427223899441046750290382398415627))

(c) (“For all epsilon greater than zero, there exists a delta. . .”,
(63294459581870225828433428563095298145791270203,
422664294359530587352509144018377716989536759486))

3. You want to sign the message from 1(b) using DSA and the credentials (p, q, α) given in the
Mathematica notebook.

(a) Generate your own β.

(b) Sign the message from 1(b) using your DSA credentials.

Enter your answers to this problem in the form in onCourse.
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